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MIDDLE GRADE | FICTION | FANTASY ADVENTURE
FATIMA AND THE INVISIBLE NECKLACE
by Laila Rifaat
Amari and the Night Brothers meets Nevermoor, welcome to the new epic fantasy mustread.
When eleven-year-old Fatima discovers that her late parents belonged to a secret time-travelling society, she can’t
wait to escape the dreary routine in her grandfather’s
house to explore her mysterious heritage.
Agent: Lucy Irvine
On submission: Spring 2022
Age: 8+
Genre: Fantasy, Adventure,
Historical

Defying her grandfather’s attempts to keep her locked up,
she finds her way to the Infinitum, a time-travel hub located in a parallel world. It is a place concentrating thousands
of years of Egyptian history into one city, and filled with
everything from supercilious genies, to riddle-obsessed
sphinxes and naughty flying carpets. Fatima is just in time
to try out for a place at a prestigious time-travel academy,
and jumps at a chance to finally find somewhere to belong.
But all is not well in the Infinitum, and with elders mysteriously shrinking, an anonymous gift which is more than
meets the eye, and rumours of a rogue time-traveller out
for revenge on Fatima’s family, she finds herself at the centre of a mystery which could put the whole Infinitum at
stake…

Originally from Sweden, Laila moved to Cairo, Egypt, in
her twenties to explore her father’s native country. She
was supposed to stay for four years to finish her university
studies but fell in love with the country (and with her husband) and ended up staying. Although she’s lived in Cairo
for over twenty years now, she still thinks of the city as an
enormous, historical trifle, with layer upon layer of delicious story. As such, it remains a main source of inspiration
for her stories. Laila writes middle-grade fantasy and her
time travel adventure Fatima and the Invisible Necklace was shortlisted for the 2021 Times/Chicken House
award.
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YOUNG ADULT | FICTION | CONTEMPORARY
LOTTIE PARTON IS A BAD FRIEND by
Ruby Granger
A Good Girl’s Guide to Murder meets Am I
Normal Yet? in this exciting and relevant debut from “Study-tuber” and influencer Ruby Granger, who
currently has a platform of over 680,000 subscribers.
Lottie Parton has her life together. She always has done.
She gets straight A’s, does every extracurricular under the
sun, and cleans so much that she’s basically a professional.
Agent: Lucy Irvine
On submission: Spring 2022
Age: 12+
Genre: Contemporary,
Mental Health, Mystery,
Coming of Age

But now everything has started to go wrong. Nine-yearold Janey has gone missing and it’s all Lottie’s fault. With
her step-dad away and GCSE workload piling up, everything is suddenly a lot harder than it used to be. She feels
nothing like the mega-organised overachiever she’s always
been, but she can’t let anyone know.

Lottie Parton is a Bad Friend examines competitive academia, and asks what it really means to be an overachiever.

Ruby is a self-titled bookworm with a passion for productivity. Ruby encourages a generation of students to become the best they can be. Ruby is also a vocal antibullying advocate, speaking openly about her experience
with it and how others can overcome it. She documents
her enviable study habits, and how her love of learning
goes beyond the classroom. Ruby loves to also document
her unique fashion style inspired by her favourite literary
characters as well as her desirable vegan cooking creations.
Lottie Parton is a Bad Friend is her first novel.
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MIDDLE GRADE | FICTION | SCI-FI ADVENTURE
WHENCE WOODS by Lis Maimaris
A twisty time-travel adventure perfect for fans
of The Midnight Guardians and A Wrinkle in

Time.

It’s been nearly a year since Wren’s parents disappeared
without trace on their way to Ecuador on a scientific
expedition to find rare plants. The one clue which the
police have found is Wren’s mother’s brooch – but it was
discovered by an ancient tree in the nearby Whence
Woods, nowhere near Ecuador.
Agent: Lucy Irvine
On submission
Age: 8+
Genre: Adventure, Sciencefiction, Historical elements

When Year 6 embark on their annual camping trip to
Whence Woods, Wren and her best friends Kang-Li and
Jaspal plan to use the opportunity to investigate. But there
is something unusual about Whence Woods this year, and
soon Wren and her friends are drawn into a bizarre and
unexpected adventure with a time-travelling tree at its
heart, and end up falling through time to the Viking Age!
With cracks in time appearing and Whence Woods falling
apart, time itself is at stake. Wren must follow her instincts
and overcome her anxiety to connect the dots between
her parents disappearance and the time fault at Whence
Woods... Before it’s too late.

Lis has not yet realised her childhood ambition to
become a fishmonger and is instead working as a
teaching assistant in a primary school and writing novels,
which she finds much less slippery than dealing with fish.
Lis has always loved books and writing and getting
swallowed up in a good story. She gained an MA in
Children’s Literature and Creative Writing from Birkbeck
College. She lives in North London with her family and in
her spare time enjoys painting, drawing and finding new
places to explore in a trusty pair of trainers. Whence
Woods is her debut novel.
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NEW TITLES
2022

YOUNG ADULT | FICTION | HISTORICAL MYSTERY
THE SECRETS ACT by Alison Weatherby
Codebreaker. Friend. Spy? A thrilling, nailbiting YA mystery with themes of friendship,
loyalty, secrets, and a dash of romance.
'The appealing setting, nuanced and flawed heroines and
engaging plot make this a gripping read,' The Irish Times
'A tense and gripping period piece,' Chris Soul
'Absolutely brilliant,' Fiona Sharp, Waterstones Bookseller
Agent: Lucy Irvine
UK publisher: Chicken
House
UK editor: Kesia Lupo
Publication: 6 January 2022
Page extent: 360

Age: 12+
Genre: Historical, mystery,
coming-of-age

Wartime. Pearl and Ellen work at top-secret codebreaking
HQ, Bletchley Park.
Pearl is the youngest. A messenger at sixteen, she’s untidy,
lively, bright, and half in love with the wrong boy, Richard.
Her circle of friends overlaps with his – the dashing young
men on their motorcycles who courier the secrets that
Bletchley deciphers.
Ellen is a codebreaker. Reserved, analytical and beautiful.
She never expected to get close to a girl like Pearl – or fall
for a chap like Dennis.
But when tragedy strikes, their logical world is upended,
with both friends caught in a spy plot that rocks the very
heart of the war effort. Who can they turn to now? Who
can they trust? And above all, can they unmask the traitor
in their midst before it’s too late?
For more than 15 years, Alison tried to fit her love for
writing around her career in the tech industry in Seattle.
She started as a short story writer, earning a Masters of
Fine Arts degree in Creative Writing from Sarah Lawrence
College, but began writing for children after taking a
course with the Society of Children’s Book Writers and
Illustrators. Alison now lives in Dublin with her family,
where the rich history of Ireland and the British Isles has
inspired her to write historical mysteries.
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MIDDLE-GRADE | FICTION | ADVENTURE
THE ROLLERCOASTER BOY by Lisa
Thompson
Sunday Times Book of the Week., the brand
new, read-in-one-sitting, packed-with-twists mystery
from bestselling author Lisa Thompson.
'A warm-hearted, involving story about a mystery
explored by a group of unlikely friends in a run-down
seaside hotel. The feelgood ending is about kindness and
seeking help when you need it.’ Nicolette Jones

Agent: Adam Gauntlett
UK publisher: Scholastic
UK editor: Lauren Fortune
Publication: 6 January 2022
Page extent: 348

Age: 8+
Genre: Adventure
Rights sold:
Audio (Bolinda)
Turkish (Pegasus)

Todd and Laurie's dad is either on top of the world,
taking them on fun adventures, or down in the depths
and sleeping all the time.
In the middle of the night, he bundles them into the car
and drives them to the Paradise Hotel. He paints a
picture of a luxurious mansion surrounded by acres of
land - a fairground, a swanky swimming pool, a grand
ballroom, firework displays. The reality is a rundown
dump - and the disappointment means Dad takes to his
bed.
Todd and Laurie have the run of the place, and meet
Scout, the daughter of the owner, who tells them about
the night many years ago when a famous novelist
vanished from her room on the top floor, which was
locked from the inside... with clues to crack, a mystery to
solve, and Dad to worry about, this holiday is full of
twists and turns.
Lisa Thompson is a children’s novelist born in Essex, UK.
Her debut novel, The Goldfish Boy, was a Waterstones
Children’s Book of the Month and went on to become a
bestseller; it was nominated for the Carnegie Medal, The
Branford Boase Award and the Waterstones Children’s
Book Prize. It has sold to many territories around the
world. Before becoming a novelist, Lisa worked as a
broadcast assistant for BBC Radio 2 and CPL
Productions where she got to make tea for lots of
famous people. She lives in Suffolk, UK with her family.
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MIDDLE-GRADE | FICTION | FANTASY
THE DANGEROUS LIFE OF OPHELIA
BOTTOM by Susie Bower
Ophelia Bottom must discover that plastic
is not fantastic, and that being ‘different’ in Stopford
may be dangerous: but nothing is more dangerous
than not being true to yourself. From the acclaimed
author of School for Nobodies and The Three

Impossibles.

Agent: Silvia Molteni
UK Publisher: Pushkin Press
UK editor: Sarah Odedina
Publication: August 2022
Page extent: TBC
Age: 8+
Genre: Adventure, Fantasy
Previous work:

School for Nobodies (Pushkin
Press, 2020)
The Three Impossibles
(Pushkin Press, 2021)

Ophelia Bottom longs for a boring life. Instead, she's
stuck living in a rickety converted van and managing
Bottom's Travelling Theatre, the moveable stage
where her embarrassing actor parents put on
occasionally disastrous plays.
Every day, she wishes she lived in an ordinary house,
with parents who worked ordinary, undramatic jobs.
When the family gets stuck in the seaside town of
Stopford, Ophelia's dream appears to be coming
true: all the Stopford residents seem to have very
normal lives.
But someone is trying to drive the Bottoms out, and
surrounding all the normality is a strange village
motto: PLASTIC IS FANTASTIC. Can Ophelia
discover what's really behind Stopford's perfect
appearance - before she loses everything that makes
the Bottom family life so special?

Rights Sold:
Audio (WF Howes)

Susie Bower has been a teacher, a tour-guide, a typist, a
workshop facilitator, a PA and a painter. She formerly
wrote and directed TV programmes for children at the
BBC and Channel 4, for which she won a BAFTA
Award. Susie lives in Bristol and The Three Impossibles
is her second middle-grade novel.
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MIDDLE-GRADE | FICTION | FANTASY
THE RIDDLE OF THE SEA by Jonne
Kramer
‘A wonderful story about friendship and
overcoming fear,’ Boekenkrant (Dutch national book
magazine)
Nominated for Hotze de Roosprijs 2019, Dutch award
for best children’s book debut. Selected by De
Kinderjury/The Children’s Jury as best book of 2019 for
the age 10-12.

Agent: Silvia Molteni
Dutch publisher: Billy Bones
Dutch publication: 1 July 2019
UK publisher: Bonnier
UK publication: 28th April
2022
Age: 8+
Genre: Adventure, Fantasy
Language: Dutch
Rights sold:
UK & US (Bonnier)
Dutch (Billy Bones)

A gripping sea adventure featuring a lost father and a
cursed ship.
When Ravian's father doesn't return home from sea for
his son's birthday, Ravian is certain he must be in danger.
Hearing tales of a cursed ship that captures fishermen,
Ravian goes in search of his father accompanied by his
only friend Marvin the seagull.
Before long, the pair find themselves trapped on the ship
with only a kindly boy and a bad-tempered pirate for
company. The ensuing voyage is beset with battles with
giant squid and fierce storms, and Ravian despairs of
every finding his father.
Featuring stunning illustrations by acclaimed illustrator
Karl James Mountford.
A wonderful story of friendship and overcoming fears,
translated from Dutch by Laura Watkinson, CarnegieMedal 2020 short-listed translator of Lampie by Annet
Schaap.
Jonne Kramer studied creative writing at the University
of Westminster in London. She currently lives in
Amsterdam where she teaches creative writing in
primary and secondary schools. The Riddle of the Sea is
her debut novel. This heart-warming story was
nominated for several prestigious prizes, including the
Hotze de Roos-prize (for best Children's Book Debut)
and the Dutch Children's Jury Prize.
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MIDDLE-GRADE | FICTION | FANTASY
ALMA FRENG AND THE SUN
TRAVELLERS by Ida Tufte Michelsen
A magical tale of heroism, revenge,
unusual friendships and incredible powers.
A unique debut, perfect for fans of Harry Potter and
Nevermoor.
Nominated as best children’s book of the year in 2020
and awarded a six out of six stars review by Norway’s
biggest national newspaper.
‘A Feast of a debut’ Vårt Land
Agent: Silvia Molteni
Norwegian Publisher:
Aschehoug
Publication: May 2020
Multiple book series

Genre: Fantasy, Adventure
Language: Norwegian
Rights sold:
Bulgarian (Perseus)
Danish (Straarup)
Dutch (De Fontein)
Estonian (Rahva Raamat)
Norwegian (Aschehoug)
Swedish (Alfabeta)

‘Striking combination of fantasy and sci-fi […] the
potential readership of this book is enormous: it has
everything it takes to keep even the older kids at bay’

Klassekampen

‘A literary gift to children and young adults […] Alma
Freng and the Sun Travellers is an impressive
debut’ Dagbladet

Alma Freng tries to fit at in her new school and would
very much like to be as ordinary as possible. It proves to
be difficult, however, when one day she discovers that
she is a sun traveller, and that she must help the world
take care of all the time threads.
Sun travellers are planning an attack on the country's
Grand Minister, Gabriella Grubel, who has been trying to
eliminate them for the past thirty years.
They need Alma's help in order to succeed, and thus
Alma must not only learn how to fly, but also how to
catch sunbeams and control time, all in a matter of
weeks...
Ida Tufte Michelsen is a journalist and producer. Alma
Freng and the Sun Travellers is her first book.
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MIDDLE-GRADE | FICTION | FANTASY
ALMA FRENG AND THE
SECRET by Ida Tufte Michelsen

FLYING

The second exciting instalment in the Alma
Freng bestselling series.

Alma had nearly stopped asking about her mother. It
was possible that she could sense something in her
father’s evasive answers, something that could change
everything, an explanation for her mother's
disappearance that would be unbearable.

Agent: Silvia Molteni
Norwegian Publisher:
Aschehoug
Publication: October 2021
Multiple book series
Age: 8+

When Alma was five, her mother disappeared. Now, as
she attends sun flying classes in the sun traveller city of
Belmeling, questions she stopped asking herself many
years ago, resurface.
Why did her mother leave? And why does Alma's father
refuse to talk about her?
In search of the truth, Alma and her friend Pilla take
great risks, endangering themselves and others. And in
the shadows, the powerful Grand Minister Gabriella
Grubel lures, looking for revenge.

Genre: Fantasy, Adventure
Language: Norwegian
Rights sold:
Danish (Straarup)
Dutch (De Fontein)
Norwegian (Aschehoug)

Ida Tufte Michelsen is a journalist and producer. Alma
Freng and the Flying Secret is her second book.
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MIDDLE-GRADE | FICTION | ADVENTURE
THE GREAT (FOOD) BANK HEIST by
Onjali Q. Raúf
No.1 Amazon bestseller
‘A typically accessible and empathy-filled contemporary
story that takes a child's-eye look at the increasing
problem of food poverty’ The Bookseller
‘This is masterful and empathetic storytelling at its best’

INIS

‘We are so grateful to Onjali for writing this powerful
book’ Emma Revie, Chief Executive of The Trussell Trust
Agent: Silvia Molteni
UK publisher: Barrington Stoke
UK editor: Ailsa Bathgate
US publisher: Delacorte
UK publication: 1 July 2021
US publication: Autumn 2022
Page extent: 100
Age: 8+
Genre: Adventure
Rights sold:
Audio (Hachette audio)
US (Delacorte)
Brazil (The Gift Box)
Japan (Asunaro Shobo)
Korea (Lime Co)

From award-winning best-selling author of The Boy at
the Back of the Class.
On Thursdays, Nelson, Asha and Mum head out to the
bank. But not just any old bank – the food bank. With its
shining tins and packets of food stacked from floor to
ceiling, Nelson thinks it’s the best kind of bank there is.
But there’s a thief in town, and the shelves of the food
bank are getting emptier each day, leaving people
hungrier than ever.
For the sake of his family and everyone else’s, Nelson
needs to make them stop. But can he and his friends
really be the ones to catch the bank robber?
Onjali Q. Raúf is a children’s author and human rights
activist. She is the founder and CEO of two
NGO’s: Making Herstory, an organisation working to
end all forms of domestic violence, abuse and trafficking
crimes perpetrated against women and children; and O’s
Refugee Aid Team, through which she mobilises aid
convoys and funds to help refugees surviving across
northern France and beyond. She was listed as one
of BBC’s 100 inspiring and influential women from
around the world for 2019. She is the author of The Boy
at the Back of the Class (2018), which won the 2019
Blue Peter Award and the Waterstones Children’s Book
Prize.
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YOUNG ADULT | FICTION | CONTEMPORARY REALISTIC
L’ESTATE CHE HO DENTRO/
THE SUMMER WITHIN by Viviana
Maccarini
Wonder for the YA market meets I Am Not
Okay With This. A coming-of-age, emotional novel set in
the Italian countryside about the power of friendship and
finding identity.

How do you overcome the trauma of a disfigured face in
the days of Social Media?
Agent: Silvia Molteni
Italian publisher: Rizzoli
Publication: 18 May 2021
Page extent: 343
Age: 12+

Genre: Contemporary,
coming-of-age
Language: Italian

A bad accident on a moped leaves Nina, 15, with scars and
bandages all over her face and forces her to question
everything she’s ever known: friends she no longer feels
connected to, a beautiful mother who’s always at the
mercy of the latest boyfriend, and a guy who broke her
heart without even realizing it.
The solution for Nina is to escape. She leaves Milan and
moves to Piedmont’s hills to stay with her estranged
father, an eccentric photographer who lives in a
campervan parked in the garden of the old family home.
It’s a whole new world compared to the buzz of the city
she’s used to, full of strange but wonderful people: like
Tommaso, a blunt and peculiar boy who knows all book
endings by heart; or Alisha, originally from India, who
dreams of becoming a comedian. Nina's only link to the
past is her best friend Filippo, the only one from school
who knows about the accident.
During this unconventional summer, Nina will start
to overcome her own trauma, exorcising the fear of her
“new face” through the most implausible of the tools: the
world of Social Networks. Nina will soon realise that to be
heard in life, you first need to find your own voice.
Viviana Maccarini lives in Milan; after graduating in
Philosophy, she studied screenwriting and immediately
made a career of it, working for the most important Italian
production companies. She became a ghost writer and
released four Best Sellers. This is the first novel in her
name.
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REVISIT OUR
BACKLIST

MIDDLE-GRADE | FICTION | ADVENTURE
THE GRAVEYARD RIDDLE by Lisa Thompson
Return to the wonderful characters of beloved,
bestselling, award-winning The Goldfish Boy, one of the
most talked-about debut children's books of recent
years.
Melody Bird has discovered an old abandoned house in
the corner of the graveyard, and a mysterious boy hiding
out there... Hal tells her that he's a spy-in-training, using
the house as a base for his undercover surveillance of a
known local criminal.
UK publisher: Scholastic,
7 January 2021
UK editor: Lauren Fortune
Page extent: 352

Her friends Matthew and Jake don't believe that a
teenager would be entrusted with this mission and turn
the tables to spy on him, uncovering secrets and
unravelling a mystery as they go.
Rights sold: US (Scholastic Press), Audio (Bolinda),
Chinese Complex (Little Tree), Dutch (Billy Bones),
Italian (DeA), Turkey (Pegasus)

THE GOLDFISH BOY by Lisa Thompson
Page-turning, heartbreaking, but ultimately life-affirming,
this is a book that will make you laugh and cry.
Nominated for the Carnegie Medal, The Branford Boase
Award and the Waterstones Children’s Book Prize.

UK Publisher: Scholastic,
5 January 2017
Page extent: 400

Twelve-year-old Matthew is trapped in his bedroom by
crippling OCD… Until the day he is the last person to
see his next door neighbour's toddler, Teddy, before he
goes missing. Matthew must turn detective and unravel
the mystery of Teddy's disappearance - with the help of
a brilliant cast of supporting characters.
Rights sold: US (Scholastic Press), Albanian (Botart),Chinese
simplified (Jieli), Chinese Complex (Little Tree), Dutch (Billy
Bones) Farsi (Porteghaal), French (Pocket Jeunesse), Greek
(Kedros Publishers), Italian (DeA Planeta Libri), Korean (See
& Talk), Lithuanian (Tyto Alba) Romanian (Art Grup
Editorial), Russian (MIF), Spanish & Catalan (Planeta), Turkish
(Pegasus), Ukraine (Old Lion), Vietnam (Kim Dong)
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MIDDLE-GRADE | FICTION | MAGICAL REALISM
THE LIGHT JAR by Lisa Thompson
A story of fear and hope, loneliness and friendship.
Longlisted for The Grampian Children’s Book Award
and nominated for the Children’s Book Award.
Nate and his mother are running away, hiding out in a
tumbledown cottage in the middle of a forest. When
Mum heads off for provisions, and then doesn't return,
Nate is left alone and afraid, with the dark closing in all
around him.
Will Nate find the bravery needed to face the troubles
of his present and ultimately illuminate the future?
UK Publisher: Scholastic,
4 January 2018

Page extent: 240

Rights sold: Audio (Bolinda), US (Scholastic Press),
Chinese simplified (Jieli) Dutch (Billy Bones), Farsi
(Portrghal) French (Pocket Jeunesse), Italian (DeA
Planeta Libri), Korean (See & Talk), Romanian (Art Grup
Editorial) Russian (MIF), Spanish and Catalan (Planeta)
Turkish (Pegasus)

THE DAY I WAS ERASED by Lisa Thompson
Maxwell Beckett wishes he’d never existed, but soon
learns that you should be careful what you wish for.
Maxwell Beckett keeps getting into trouble. His sister
hates him, his parents are living separate lives in the
same house and his neighbour, Mrs Banks is planning to
call the police about his wayward dog, Monster.
UK Publisher: Scholastic,
3 January 2019

Page extent: 360

Maxwell has had enough. All he wants is to be erased
from the world; he wishes he had never existed. And
then… his wish comes true.
Rights sold: US (Scholastic Press), Audio (Bolinda),
Chinese Complex (Little Tree), Chinese Simplified
(Shaanxi), Dutch (Billy Bones), French (Pocket
Jeunesse), Korean (See & Talk), Russian (MIF), Spanish
and Catalan (Planeta), Turkish (Kultur)
Lisa Thompson is a bestselling children’s author. She
spent many years in radio production at BBC Radio 2,
and as a freelancer, making plays and comedy shows
for Radio 4.
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MIDDLE-GRADE | FICTION | ADVENTURE
THE BOY WHO FOOLED THE WORLD by Lisa
Thompson
Telling a little white lie now and then is harmless, right?
But what if it leads to you being a household name and
international celebrity?
Cole is the odd one out at school: the other kids have
the latest gadgets and trainers while his family struggles
to make ends meet. Until the day one of his paintings is
talent-spotted and sells for thousands of pounds at a
posh London gallery.
UK Publisher: Scholastic,
2 January 2020

Page extent: 300
Age: 8+

Suddenly, Cole is the toast of the international art world,
the star guest on TV shows, rich beyond his wildest
dreams, hailed as a boy genius! But Cole has a guilty
secret that if exposed will bring everything crashing
down around him...
Rights sold: Audio (Bolinda), Albanian (Botart), Chinese
Simplified (Yutian), German (Atrium), Russian (MIF),
Turkish (Kultur)

OWEN AND THE SOLDIER by Lisa Thompson
A touching story of loss and remembrance, particularly
suitable for struggling, reluctant or dyslexic readers.
Shortlisted for the Blue Peter Book Awards 2020.
At home, Owen and his mum are struggling and there's
nobody he can talk to. Hidden away in the park, Owen
feels free to be himself.
When the war-weary soldier is listening, his worries slip
away. But nobody else cares about the soldier, and the
town council want to tear him down.
UK Publisher: Barrington Stoke,
15 June 2019

Page extent: 96
Age: 8+

Owen's the only one who can save him but can he find
the courage to speak up before it's too late?
Rights sold: Audio (Bolinda), Chinese Simplified (White
Horse) Dutch (Billy Bones), Japanese (PHP Institute),
Korean (Yeoyoudang), Turkish (Pegasus)
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MIDDLE-GRADE | FICTION | ADVENTURE
THE SMALL THINGS by Lisa Thompson
Inspired by a true story, a ground-breaking robot helps
friendship blossom in this poignant and uplifting novella
from bestseller Lisa Thompson.
Anna’s anxious when she’s picked to befriend the new
girl in her class. For a start, Ellie is ill and can’t come to
school herself. So Anna has to communicate with her
through a new kind of robot.

UK Publisher: Barrington Stoke,
3 June 2021

Page extent: 96
Age: 8+

But Anna is also worried that her life’s too small and
boring to be of interest to her new friend. Compared to
the other girls, she doesn’t have anything exciting to talk
about and so when Ellie asks her a question, a little
white lie pops out. Then another and another.
When Ellie finds out the truth, can their friendship
survive …?
Rights sold: Audio (Bolinda), Turkish (Pegasus)

THE HOUSE OF CLOUDS by Lisa Thompson
A poignant and uplifting story of family, connection and
imagination.
Tabby's fed up. Fed up with losing her best friend and
fed up that Grandad has come to stay. Grandad's always
telling the same old silly, made-up stories and now
Tabby has to walk his smelly dog Buster every day after
school. When one of Tabby's walks takes her to a lonely
hilltop house she spots something strange going on. So
strange she can't help but mention it to Grandad who of
course turns it all into another fantasy.
UK publisher: Barrington
Stoke, 3 September 2020
Page extent: 104
Age: 8+

But when tragedy strikes, Tabby's left wondering if
Grandad's impossible story could be true?
Rights sold: Audio (Bolinda), Turkish (Pegasus)
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MIDDLE-GRADE | FICTION | MAGICAL REALISM
SCHOOL FOR NOBODIES by Susie Bower
A girl goes in search of her past in this hilarious,
captivating debut. School for Nobodies is a delightful
story of friendship, self-discovery and the importance of
family - those we are born into and those we make.
'Thoroughly charming and endlessly intriguing, Bower's
accomplished debut combines a magical mystery with a
heartfelt account of adoption and trying to fit in. Written
with grace and flair, School for Nobodies exerts a
luminous hold on the imagination from start to finish'

Waterstones
Agent: Silvia Molteni
UK Publisher: Pushkin
Children’s Books
UK editor: Sarah Odedina
Publication: 2 July 2020

Page extent: 304
Age: 8+
Genre: Adventure, magical
realism
Rights sold:
Audio (WF Howes)
Dutch (Leopold)
Turkish (Kultur)

'There is much warmth at the heart of this novel... an
enjoyable page-turning mystery that celebrates
individuality and the value of friendship and trust' Five
stars review
Until she was 10, Flynn didn’t even know her real name.
Her adoptive parents have always kept her past a secret,
but one mysterious note transforms her world and sets
her on a path to discover who she really is. How did she
get the burn that covers most of her face? And could
she really have a twin?
Packed off to a boarding school for misfits, Flynn tries to
adjust to the unfair rules and stomach-churning soup
while making friends with her unusual classmates. All the
while, she receives more cryptic messages that slowly
bring her closer to her true identity.

Susie Bower has been a teacher, a tour-guide, a typist, a
workshop facilitator, a PA and a painter. She formerly
wrote and directed TV programmes for children at the
BBC and Channel 4, for which she won a BAFTA
Award. Susie lives in Bristol and School for Nobodies is
her debut novel, it was followed by The Three
Impossible this year, and a picture book entitled Shoo!.
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MIDDLE-GRADE | FICTION | FANTASY
THE THREE IMPOSSIBLES by Susie Bower
An enchanting, suspenseful story of a curious
girl, a family curse and impossible alchemy
from the acclaimed author of School for

Nobodies.

‘An enchanting fantasy’ The Telegraph

Agent: Silvia Molteni
UK Publisher: Pushkin Press
UK editor: Sarah Odedina
Publication: July 2021
Page extent: 320
Age: 8+
Genre: Adventure, Fantasy
Previous work:

School for Nobodies (Pushkin
Press, 2020)
Rights Sold:
Audio (WF Howes)
Turkish (Kultur)
Czech (Albatros)

‘I was hooked from start to finish. You’ve one of the
wickedest villains in children’s literature too... a literary,
alchemical delight!’ Mathew Tobin, Oxford Brookes
University

If you’re brave enough, nothing is impossible.
Mim grew up surrounded by secrets. On the day she
was born, her mother died and a strange curse was cast
upon her family. Ever since, she's been isolated in a
dismal castle behind high walls, forbidden from
venturing to the Outside.

But Mim has never been able to stop asking questions.
And when her father hires a bogus governess, Madam
Marionette - who brings along an entourage of thugs
and a secret caged "pet" - Mim sets her enquiring mind
to work on unravelling the mysteries all around her.
Longing for a taste of freedom, she is willing to break all
the rules to set out on an epic quest for the truth. But
will it be enough to bring happiness back to the lonely
castle?
But will Mim solve the biggest secret of all – the secret
about herself?
Susie Bower has been a teacher, a tour-guide, a typist, a
workshop facilitator, a PA and a painter. She formerly
wrote and directed TV programmes for children at the
BBC and Channel 4, for which she won a BAFTA
Award. Susie lives in Bristol and The Three Impossibles
is her second middle-grade novel.
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MIDDLE GRADE | NON-FICTION | MINDNFULNESS
HAPPY CONFIDENT ME JOURNAL by
Nadim Saad and Annabel Rosenhead
A daily journal for kids aged 6-12 to
promote increased happiness, self-confidence,
optimism, pride, resilience and gratitude.

Agent: Elizabeth Sheinkman
Publisher: The Happy
Confident Company
Publication: 20 March 2020
Also available:

This beautifully illustrated, full colour journal offers children
different inspiring quotes and questions every day. It opens
up 6 to 12 years olds' abilities to better understand
themselves, reflect on the positives each day and find it
easier to discuss their feelings and identify their emotions.
In a world where mental health issues among the younger
generations are on the rise, this is the first of a series of
Happy Confident Me Journals. These journals take kids on
a journey of 10 weeks of journaling, to allow new more
positive habits to be formed and better equip your kids to
be stronger, happier and more confident.

Happy Confident Me: Super
Packed with daily quotes to inspire and fun weekly
Journal
activities, each day your child has four questions to
Happy Confident Me: Life
Skills
complete about their day. With free pages each week to
give them space to further write doodle or draw, this is the
Age: 6+
only journal of its kind on the market today.
Genre: Non-fiction,
Mindfulness
Rights sold:
Czech (Grada)
Dutch (Bazalt)

Nadim Saad is a parenting and relationship coach and the
author of seven books including the highly acclaimed Kids
Don’t Come With a Manual, the Happy Confident Me
Journal series and Raising Happy Confident Kids. Nadim
worked with experienced psychotherapists and drew from
his own experience as a father of three to develop a
programme of highly effective tools to help families
become happier and more harmonious.

Annabel Rosenhead is an experienced Psychotherapist and
Coach of 20 years, as well as a parent. Her career has centred on promoting the emotional and mental health of
adults, teenagers and children. This has included lead roles
within the public and private sectors, in institutions such as
the charity Place2Be, as well as in her own longstanding
practice.
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MIDDLE GRADE | FICTION | FANTASY
ESCAPE TO WITCH CITY by E. Latimer
A thrilling new fantasy adventure set in historical
London for fans of V.E. Schwab's City of Ghosts
and Serafina and the Black Cloak.
‘Intrigue, betrayals, and threats of filicide heighten the
drama, but it is the awesome possibilities awakened when
one embraces one's powers that lie at the heart of this
story… Suspenseful and heartening’ Kirkus Reviews

‘This pulse-pounding adventure will engage readers with its
sense of wonder grounded by relatable, age-appropriate
experiences’ Publishers Weekly
Agent: Silvia Molteni
Publisher: Tundra Books
(PRH Canada)
Editor: Lynne Missen
Publication: 3 August 2021
Page extent: 340
Age: 8+
Genre: Fantasy
Rights Sold:
Russian (Eskmo)

In a world ruled by fear of witches, some secrets are
deadly.
Emmaline Black has a secret. She can hear the rhythm of
heartbeats. Not just her own, but others’ too. It’s a rhythm
that can only mean one thing… Emma’s a witch.
In a world where a sentence of witchcraft comes with dire
consequences and all children who have reached the age
of thirteen are tested to ensure they have no witch blood,
Emma must attempt to stamp out her power before her
own test comes. But the more she researches, the more
she begins to suspect that her radically anti-witch aunt and
mother are hiding something: the truth about their sister,
her Aunt Lenore, who disappeared under mysterious
circumstances years ago.
The day of the test comes, and Emma’s results not only
pair her up with strange new friends, but set her on a
course to challenge everything she’s ever been taught
about magic, and reveal long-buried family secrets. It seems
witches may not have been so easy to banish after all.
Secret cities, untapped powers, missing family members.
Emma is about to discover a whole new world.
E. Latimer lives in Canada. Her breakout success
online writing platform, Wattpad.com, has resulted
base of nearly 100k followers, with over 20
combined reads. Escape to Witch City is her
middle-grade novel.
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MIDDLE-GRADE | FICTION | MYSTERY
THE STRANGE AND DEADLY PORTRAITS OF
BRYONY GRAY by E. Latimer
Lemony Snicket meets Oscar Wilde meets Edgar Allan
Poe in this exciting and scary middle-grade novel
inspired by The Picture of Dorian Gray - a family curse is
unleashed!
‘An action-packed adventure that is lightly laced with
horror, there is a little something for everyone in this
middle grade debut’ CM Magazine

Agent: Silvia Molteni
Publisher: Tundra Books (PRH
Canada)
Editor: Lynne Missen
Publication: February 2018
(hardback), April 2020
(paperback)
Page extent: 320
Age: 8+
Genre: Mystery, adventure
Rights sold:
Russian (Rosman)
Turkish (Dogan)

Shortlisted for the Red Maple Award and the Manitoba
Young Readers Choice Award.
Bryony Gray is becoming famous as a painter in London
art circles. But life isn't so grand. Her uncle keeps her
locked in the attic, forcing her to paint for his rich
clients… and now her paintings are taking on a life of
their own, and customers are going missing under
mysterious circumstances.

When her newest painting escapes the canvas and
rampages through the streets of London, Bryony digs
into her family history, discovering some rather
scandalous secrets her uncle has been keeping,
including a deadly curse she's inherited from her missing
father. Bryony has accidentally unleashed the Gray family
curse, and it's spreading fast.
With a little help from the strange-but-beautiful girl next
door and her paranoid brother, Bryony sets out to break
the curse, dodging bloodthirsty paintings, angry mobs
and her wicked uncle along the way.
E. Latimer lives on the West Coast of Canada. Her
breakout success on the online writing platform,
Wattpad.com, has resulted in a fan base of nearly 90k
followers, with over 20 million combined reads. The
Strange and Deadly Portraits of Bryony Gray is her
debut novel for middle-graders.
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MIDDLE-GRADE | FICTION | FANTASY
ROSEMARY AND THE WITCHES OF PENDLE
HILL by Samantha Giles
The debut children’s novel from Emmerdale actor
Samantha Giles. A magical adventure that reads like an
instant classic, with tones of Jacqueline Wilson meets

Nevermoor .

No.1 Amazon bestseller
‘Fabulous, fantastical and fizzing with fun... great fun for would
-be witches of all ages’ Milly Johnson, author of The Teashop

on the Corner
Agent: Silvia Molteni
UK Publisher: Agora Books
Publication:13 August 2020
Two-book series
Page extent: 270

Age: 8+
Genre: Fantasy
Rights sold:
Russian (Eskmo)

‘A truly enchanting and charming read, told with a real
sprinkle of magic, a great debut’ Giles Paley-Phillips, author

Rosemary’s cosy world is crumbling around her. Her Mum
has finally landed an acting job and spends all her time with
her slimy co-star; her Dad always seems to have a dark
cloud hanging around him; her little sister, Lois, won’t stop
farting; and, oh yes, Phyllis, one of the four witches they
share their house with, has disappeared through the wall.

Meanwhile a group who call themselves the No-Laws are
wreaking havoc across the country, and why does
everyone keep whispering about the Pendle Witches of
1612?
With the help of her windy sister and Adi, her
maths-genius best friend, Rosemary sets off on a hazardous, magical journey. But can they solve the mystery of
Phyllis’ disappearance and stop the No-Laws before
Rosemary’s family is fractured for good?

Samantha is an actress and writer, best known for her
role as Bernice Blackstock in television soap opera
Emmerdale, in which she can currently be seen. She
studied English and Drama at Bristol University and has
always been a prolific reader. Samantha lives in
Liverpool with her 2 children, 2 cats, and her husband.
She loves hot weather, tap dancing and eating
chocolate.
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MIDDLE-GRADE | FICTION | FANTASY
ROSEMARY AND THE BOOK OF THE
DEAD by Samantha Giles
The second children’s novel
from Emmerdale actor Samantha Giles, author of
Rosemary and The Witches of Pendle Hill.
Everything has been back to normal in Rosemary’s world
since her witch and wizard houseguests disappeared –
her dad’s cloud has gone away, her mum’s been around
more, and her little sister, Lois, has been windier than
ever.
Agent: Silvia Molteni
UK Publisher: Agora Books
Publication: 14 October 2021
Two-book series
Page extent: 264
Age: 8+
Genre: Fantasy

So when an ancient artefact goes missing from the
British Museum and her mum returns from her new
soap-opera gig with actual holes in her body, Rosemary
knows something bad is happening, and she and the
gang are the only ones who can crack this latest mystery.
Travelling through secret underground tunnels across the
country, around the Egyptian desert, and into the Great
Sphinx of Giza, Rosemary, Adi, and Lois must solve a
series of riddles and save the Book of the Dead before
the evil Mal Vine beats them to it and her mother
disappears entirely forever.

Rights Sold:
Russian (Eskmo)

Samantha is an actress and writer, best known for her
role as Bernice Blackstock in television soap opera
Emmerdale, in which she can currently be seen. She
studied English and Drama at Bristol University and has
always been a prolific reader. Samantha lives in Liverpool
with her 2 children, 2 cats, and her husband. She loves
hot weather, tap dancing and eating chocolate.
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MIDDLE-GRADE | FICTION | FANTASY
HATTIE BROWN VERSUS THE CLOUD SNATCHERS
by Claire Harcup

Alice in Wonderland meets The Sisters Grimm in this
imaginative, humorous series aimed at Middle Graders.
‘A confident, quirky debut that will delight newly
confident and curious readers’ Netgalley reviewer

The day Hattie Brown got pulled through the fridge was
the same day everything started to disappear from the
house — but missing socks were about to be the least
of her troubles.
Agent: Silvia Molteni
UK Publisher: Agora Books
Three-book series
Publication: 24 September
2020

Hattie Brown lives a quiet life with her mother. That is,
until the day she’s pulled into the magical realm of
Somewhere-Nowhere.
This new world – full of tiny dragons, talking elephants,
and enormous worms – has lost its clouds, so when
Hattie realises she has the power to make it rain, there’s
hope she could be what this strange place has been
waiting for.

Page extent: 240; 220; 268
Age: 8+
Genre: Fantasy
Rights sold:
UK & US (Agora Books)
Audio (WF Howes)
German (Piper Verlag)
Russian (Eskmo)

But not everyone is pleased with Hattie’s arrival. Ruled
over by the cruel Lord Mortimer, Somewhere-Nowhere
is in trouble. And when Hattie discovers that he’s hiding
an army of kidnapped children, she doesn’t care who
wants her there and who doesn’t: nothing is going to
stop her rescuing them… not even the arrival of a boy
they call Nimbus.

Claire is Director of Copy at Quietroom, a team of
business writers, trainers and strategists. Walker Books
published her first picture book, This is The Kiss, in
January 2017. Hattie Brown is her debut series aimed at
middle-graders.
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MIDDLE-GRADE | FICTION | MYSTERY
THE PECULIAR PEGGS OF RIDDLING WOODS
by Samuel J. Halpin
An astonishing debut, a peculiar and vivid tale
guaranteed to delight fans of Neil Gaiman and Roald
Dahl. Shortlisted for Crimefest and the Weald Book
Awards.
‘The real joy of [Halpin’s] writing lies in his ability to
observer adult vanities through the eyes of a child’ The

Telegraph

Agent: Silvia Molteni
UK Publisher: Usborne Books
UK editor: Rebecca Hill
Publication: 10 January 2019
Page extent: 352

Age: 8+
Genre: Fantasy, mystery
Rights sold:
Audio (WF Howes)
Dutch (Billy Bones)
French (Pocket Jeunesse)
Italian (Terre di Mezzo)
Swedish (Modernista)
Polish (Foksal)
Russian (Eksmo)

‘A thrilling read... flavoured with fairy tales, drizzled with a
syrup of fear and sprinkled with heart’ M.G. Leonard
author of Beetle Boy
‘A story woven in the finest of silk threads and stitched
full of imagination. Poppy and Erasmus will warm even
the coldest of beating hearts’ Helena Duggan, author of

A Place Called Perfect

‘A deliciously dark tale with an original premise’ Lisa
Thompson, author of The Goldfish Boy

This is the story of a sleepy town called Suds. A place
where stories fill the air of children who keep turning
grey and disappearing without a trace…
Poppy and Erasmus are certain there's something
peculiar going on in Suds, and they're determined to
unravel its secrets. But when they discover the answers
might lie in the dark and twisting woods, can they find
the courage to creep inside and solve this riddling
mystery?

Born in Tasmania with Irish
writer of children's fiction
book, The Peculiar Peggs
influenced by the brooding
reading as a kid.
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roots, Samuel J. Halpin is a
living in London. His first
of Riddling Woods, was
fairy tales he so enjoyed

MIDDLE-GRADE | FICTION | ADVENTURE
NEW JUNGLE BOOK ADVENTURES by Bear
Grylls
An action-packed return to the jungle inspired by
Rudyard Kipling's classic The Jungle Book, from real-life
adventurer Bear Grylls.

Agent: Caroline Michel
Two-book series
UK publisher: Pan Macmillan

After being washed away down the Wainganga River
during a flash flood, Mak wakes up alone in the Indian
jungle. The jungle is full of danger - poisonous snakes,
cunning monkeys and desperate poachers - and every
step Mak takes might be his last. Mak finds help and
friendship from other jungle creatures, but he will need
all his skill and luck to survive and make his way back
home.
Rights sold: US (Feiwel and Friends), Chinese, simplified
(Jieli), Czech (Albatros), Hungarian (Jaffa), Slovakian
(Albatros)

MISSION SURVIVAL SERIES by Bear Grylls
Over14 million copies sold in China
Beck Granger is lost in the jungle with no food, no
compass, and no hope of rescue.
But Beck is no ordinary teenager - he's the world's
youngest survival expert. If anyone can make it out alive,
he can.
Agent: Caroline Michel
Twenty-six book series
UK publisher: Doubleday, Agora
Age: 8+

Rights sold: Brazilian (Record), Chinese, simplified (Jieli)
Chinese, complex (Planter Press), Czech (Jota), Korean
(Jaeum & Mouem), Polish (Pascal), Romanian (Corint
Junior), Turkish (Timas)
Bear Grylls is a world-record breaking adventurer,
bestselling author of a dozen books, which have been
translated into more than 20 languages, and one of the
world’s most sought-after motivational speakers. He
served for three years with the British Special Forces and
is the UK’s Chief Scout to the Scouting Association.
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YOUNG ADULT | FICTION | FANTASY
WITCHES OF ASH AND RUIN by E. Latimer
Modern witchcraft blends with ancient Celtic
mythology in a mesmerizing story of dark magic that’s
perfect for fans of V.E. Schwab’s Shade of Magic trilogy
and Chilling Adventures of Sabrina.
‘The action sequences are cinematic in scope, and rich
interior characterizations add depth to an arresting
story’ Publishers Weekly

‘A suspenseful supernatural story’ School Library Journal
Agent: Silvia Molteni
US Publisher: Little Brown
Books for Young Readers
US Editor: Liz Kossnar
Publication: 3 March 2020
(hardback);16 February
2021 (paperback)

Page extent: 384
Age: 14+
Genre: Fantasy
Rights sold:
Audio US (Listening Library)
Spanish and Catalan
(Editorial Planeta)

The gods are hunting.
An ancient evil will wake.
The witches are gathering.
Seventeen-year-old Dayna Walsh is struggling to cope
with her somatic OCD; the aftermath of being outed as
bisexual in her conservative Irish town; and the return of
her long-absent mother, who barely seems like a parent.
But all that really matters to her is ascending and
finally becoming a full witch—plans that are complicated
when another coven, rumored to have a sordid history
with black magic, arrives in town with premonitions of
death. Dayna immediately finds herself at odds with the
bewitchingly frustrating granddaughter of their coven
leader, Meiner King.
And then a witch turns up murdered at a local sacred site,
along with the blood symbol of the Butcher of
Manchester—an infamous serial killer whose trail has long
gone cold. The killer's motives are entangled in a complex
web of witches and gods, and Dayna and Meiner soon
find themselves at the center of it all. Because if they don't
stop the Butcher, one of them will be next…
E. Latimer lives in Canada. Her breakout success on the
online writing platform, Wattpad.com, has resulted in a fan
base of nearly 100K followers, with over 20 million
combined reads. Her first MG novel, The Strange and
Deadly Potraits of Bryony Gray was published by Tundra
Books in February 2018. Witches of Ash and Ruin is her
first Young Adult novel.
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YOUNG ADULT | FICTION | CONTEMPORARY REALISTIC
AFTER THE RAIN by Natália Gomes
Young Adult Book of the Month for August with The
Book Centre in Ireland.
Among the ‘15 best young adult books’ for 2021 on The
Independent.

Friendship shines brightest in the darkest places.

Agent: Silvia Molteni
UK Publisher: HQ Young
Adult, 8 July 2021
UK editor: Sarah Goodey
Page extent: 368

Jack was sporty and outgoing. Alice was bookish and
introverted. Their lives were on completely different paths.
That is before the day they were in the wrong place at the
wrong time: before the day their lives were torn apart in a
bombing.
Struggling to cope with their new worlds, their unlikely
new friendship helps them find hope. But can they help
each other rebuild their lives and start again?

WE ARE NOT OKAY by Natália Gomes
‘Beautifully written [...] sensitively portrayed and ultimately
uplifting, this book deals with serious issues and their
potential outcomes’ Goodreads reviewer

Four girls. Four voices. All unheard.

UK Publisher: HQ Young
Adult, 2 May 2019

Page extent: 290

Lucy loves to gossip. If she’s pointing fingers at
everyone else, no-one will see the secret she’s hiding.
Ulana comes from a conservative Muslim family where
reputation is everything. One rumour – true or false – can
destroy futures. Trina likes to party. But she didn’t say ‘yes’
that night… and no-one believes her. Sophia loved her
boyfriend. When he asked her to pose for photos, she
didn’t hesitate – but then he betrayed her trust. So why’s
she the one being shamed?
What happens when the friends you should be
turning to are turning against you?
Natália Gomes graduated from the University of Stirling;
she holds an MLitt in Literature and Creative Writing and
an M.Ed. in Education and worked for several years in the
US public education system.
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YOUNG ADULT | FICTION | CONTEMPORARY REALISTIC
BLACKBIRD by Natália Gomes
‘A study of grief and how tragic events can push us apart
or bring us together’ IShouldReadThat
‘A raw, emotional book’ Goodreads reviewer

Olivia disappeared the night the blackbirds died.
It was New Years Eve the night that dead blackbirds
descended, hours before fourteen year old Alex
McCarthy’s sister Olivia went missing from a party.
UK Publisher: HQ Young
Adult, 16 November 2017
Page extent: 289

Committed to finding out what happened to her
sister, within the previously safe walls of their subarctic
Orkney village, Alex knows that dishevelled,
sometimes intoxicated Detective Inspector Birkens is her
best shot. Yet as they uncover the secrets behind Olivia’s
last night, Alex starts to find things she may be better off
never knowing…

DEAR CHARLIE by Natália Gomes
‘At its searing best the novel demonstrates how the
perpetrator of a despicable act can still be loved, forgiven
and very missed’ The Financial Times
‘A gripping, eye-opening YA novel that I wish I could put
in everyone’s hands’ Pretty Little Memoirs
‘An exceptional novel on a controversial and relevant
subject today’ The Bookbag

UK Publisher: HQ Young
Adult, 20 October 2016
Page extent: 290

At sixteen, Sam Macmillan is supposed to be thinking
about girls, homework and his upcoming application to
music college, not picking up the pieces after the school
shooting that his brother Charlie committed.
Yet as Sam desperately tries to hang on to the memories
he has of his brother, the media storm surrounding their
family threatens to destroy everything. And Sam has to
question all he thought he knew about life, death, right
and wrong.
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PICTURE BOOKS
& ILLUSTRATORS

PICTURE BOOKS
BOB SERIES by Marion Deuchars
‘A dazzling example of picture book illustration’ The

New York Times

‘Loose, inky brushstrokes and hand-lettered text add to
the stylish presentation, and the message about taking
criticism with a grain of salt, whether personal or artistic,
lands with a light touch’ Publishers Weekly
An affirming picture book series for age 3+ about the
power of art and of being confident enough to be
yourself.
Agent: Elizabeth Sheinkman
UK publisher: Laurence King
Three-book series
Publication: 2016; 2018; 2020
Page extent: 32
Age: 3+
Rights sold:
Brazilian (Pinakotheke Cultural)
Chinese Complex (San Min
Book Co)
Chinese Simplified (United Sky),
Dutch (Gottmer)
French (Seuil)
German (Coppenrath)
Korean (Kookminbooks. Co),
Portuguese (Editorial Bizancio),
Romanian (Pandora/Trei),
Spanish & Catalan (Maeva),
Turkish (Fom Kitap)

BOB THE ARTIST
Bob the bird is just like all his friends, apart from his
skinny legs. When Bob is teased, he decides to try and
change himself to fit in. But little does he know where
all his efforts will lead him…
BOB’S BLUE PERIOD
Bob the bird loves to paint pictures with his best friend
Bat. But one day Bat goes away and Bob is sad. He tries
to paint, but everything he paints is blue! Can his friends
help him to find his bright colours again?
BOB GOES POP
There's a new artist in town making a new art, knocking
Bob's beak out of joint. The subsequent competition to
see who is the best artist escalates as the two artists try
to outdo each other. It all ends in tears, but the two
realise that they are better working together rather than
against each other.

British illustrator and author Marion Deuchars works
with major design and advertising agencies, publishes
illustrated children's books and has created a globally
recognised style of hand-lettering. She has won 5
prestigious Yellow Pencils from D&AD for her work.
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PICTURE BOOKS
IL MARE NON SERVE A NIENTE/
ANNA AND THE SEA written by
Michele Rossi and illustrated by La
Bigotta
A beautiful, moving and inspirational tale - illustrated by
the skilful hand of La Bigotta - that will delight art lovers
of all ages.

Agent: Silvia Molteni
Italian publisher: HarperCollins
Italia
Italian editor: Sabrina Annoni
Publication: 14 November
2018
Page extent: 32
Age: 3+
Rights sold:
Italian (HarperCollins Italia)
Korean (Woori School)

Far, far away, there was a little girl named Anna. Anna
had a bed, a doll, a pen, a pacifier from when she was a
baby, and an old book with a whale on its cover.
"The sea is worthless!" is all Anna hears from her
parents every single day, when all she wants to do is
leave the hundred floors building they live in and go
swim in the sea. But Anna cannot swim and she can’t
afford to dream much.
She reads everything about the sea: atlases, manuals,
stories and legends. Moby Dick is her favourite novel.
Then one day, her mother gives her a goldfish, and
Anna names it Moby. Together, they will finally discover
and explore the sea and Anna will understand that
nothing is impossible and that dreams can become
reality.

Michele Rossi is Fiction Publisher at Rizzoli in Italy.
La Bigotta is a social media influencer and one of the
most famous Italian tattoo artists; she has designed
international VIP’s jewelleries, clothing lines and tattoos.

Anna and The Sea is their first book together.
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ILLUSTRATORS
ILLUSTRATED FICTION
Lydia Ripper

Agent: Silvia Molteni

Lydia Ripper is a full-time illustrator and writer with a
history of designing for entrepreneurial startups. Lydia was
former Head of Design at TucanBOX, a children’s craft
box subscription. She studied graphic design at
Nottingham Trent University and was headhunted to join
the creative team at notonthehighstreet.com. She brings
an inimitable sense of style to everything she does: from
makeup artistry and face painting to fashion and hair
modelling. The Ant’s Pants is her first illustrated book for
children and it was published by Orion, Summer 2018.
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ILLUSTRATORS
ILLUSTRATED FICTION
Sunita Chawdhary

Agent: Lucy Irvine

Sunita Chawdhary is a British-Indian illustrator based in
London. She draws on her experience of growing up in Asia,
America and Europe to create vibrant, multicultural worlds
filled with diverse characters and stories. Sunita was
shortlisted for the Penguin Random House WriteNow
mentorship programme in 2018 and commended for the
Faber Andlyn BAME (FAB) prize in 2019. Her debut picture
book illustration, Pedro the Puerto Rican Parrot, will be
published in April 2021 by Little Steps publishing, part of a
seven book series on how love can change the world.
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ILLUSTRATORS
ILLUSTRATED FICTION
Anthony Lewis

Agent: Silvia Molteni

Since graduating with a first class graphic design degree
from the Liverpool School of Art, Anthony Lewis has
illustrated more than 400 children’s books for publishers
around the world. His titles include the Smarties Prize
winning The Owl Tree by Jenny Nimmo and Atticus the
Storyteller’s 100 Greek Myths by Lucy Coats, shortlisted
for the Blue Peter Book Award.
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ILLUSTRATORS
ILLUSTRATED FICTION
Josh Martin

Josh Martin graduated from Exeter University before
completing Bath Spa’s Writing For Young People MA. His
particular interest in heroines, fantasy, environment, gender
studies and wisdom led him to write his first book Ariadnis
and Anassa, its sequel.
Agent: Silvia Molteni
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CONTEMPORARY
CLASSICS

CONTEMPORARY CLASSICS
THE AMAZING ADVENTURES OF CHILLY BILLY
by Peter Mayle
Bestselling author Peter Mayle and acclaimed
children’s book illustrator Arthur Robins combine
their talents in this delightful children’s storybook.
Once you’ve met Chilly Billy and heard of his
adventures inside the refrigerator, you’ll never open
the fridge door in quite the same way again!

Agent: Giulia Bernabè
First publication: 1980
Page extent: 70

Chilly Billy is a fun and lovable character you won’t
forget.
Meet Chilly Billy, the tiny man with big ears who lives
in the refrigerator and gets "warms" instead of colds.

Age: 6+

Peter Mayle is a British author best known for his series of
books detailing life in Provence, France. He spent fifteen
years in the advertising industry before leaving the
business to focus on writing. A Year in Provence became
an international bestseller. His novel A Good Year was
made into a film directed by Ridley Scott and starring
actors Russell Crowe and Marion Cotillard.
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CONTEMPORARY CLASSICS
THE WIND ON THE MOON by Eric Linklater
Winner of the Carnegie Medal.
‘Eric Linklater is not primarily a novelist, or an essayist or a
dramatist. He is above all else an enchanting prose poet.
These fragments of wonderful singing prose are scattered
all over his books, and through them English literature is
permanently enriched’ George Mackay Brown
In the English village of Midmeddlecum, Major Palfrey asks
his two daughters to behave themselves while he’s off at
war.
Agent: Giulia Bernabè
UK publisher: Vintage
Publication: August 2013
First publication: 1944
Page extent: 448

Age: 9+
Genre: Fantasy, adventure
Rights sold:
US (NYRB)
Chinese (Aurora)
Polish (Muchomor)
Romanian (Grup Media
Litera)
Swedish (Modernista)
Thai (Matichon Publishing
House)

Dinah sighs, ‘I think that we are quite likely to be bad,
however hard we try not to be,’ and her sister Dorinda
adds helpfully, ‘Very often, when we think we are
behaving well, some grown-up person says we are really
quite bad. It’s difficult to tell which is which.’
Sure enough, the mischievous sisters soon convince a
judge that minds must be changed as often as socks, they
stage an escape from a local zoo (thanks to a witch’s
potion that turns them into kangaroos), and – in the
company of a golden puma and a silver falcon – set off to
rescue their father from the tyrant of Bombardy.

Eric Linklater (1899–1974) wrote scores of novels for
adults and children. He was also a journalist in India,
commander of a wartime fortress in the Orkney Islands,
and rector of Aberdeen University.
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CONTEMPORARY CLASSICS
THE COMPLETE ADVENTURES OF CLEVER
POLLY AND THE STUPID WOLF by Catherine
Storr
‘The stories were every bit as brilliant as I remembered’

The Guardian

‘All the wolf wants to do is eat a little girl, but he has
chosen one very clever girl, and he is unfortunately one
very stupid wolf! A charming, classic tale’ Waterstones
Agent: Giulia Bernabè
UK publisher: Puffin
Four-book series: Clever Polly

and the Stupid Wolf; Polly and
the Wolf Again; Tales of Polly
and the Hungry Wolf; More
Stories of Polly and the Wolf
Publication: July 2015; January
2016
First publication: 1955; 1980;
1990
Page extent: 160; 176; 160; 128
Age: 5+
Genre: Adventure
Rights sold:
US (NYRB)
Chinese (Shanghai 99)
French (Editions Nathan)
Italian (Mondadori)
Japanese (Iwanami Shoten)
Korean (Bir Publishing Co. Ltd.)
Russian (Labirint)
Slovenian (Kud Sodobnost Int.)
Taiwanese (The Eastern
Publishing Co.)

Guide for Kids' Books

Once upon a time the front door bell rang and Polly
went to open the door. There was a great black wolf
who said he had come to eat her up.
All four Clever Polly books in one volume
including Clever Polly and the Stupid Wolf, Polly and the
Wolf Again, Tales of Polly and the Hungry
Wolf and More Stories of Clever Polly and the Stupid
Wolf.
Drawing occasionally on well-known fairy tales, and
skilfully blending fantasy and reality, these stories are
bursting with humour, originality and charm. And Polly,
not scared at all, outwits the wolf on each and every
occasion!

Catherine Storr (21 July 1913 – 8 January 2001) was an
English author best known for her novel Marianne
Dreams and for the series of books about a wolf ineptly
pursuing a young girl, beginning with Clever Polly and the
Stupid Wolf. Married to psychologist Anthony Storr for
over 20 years, her books often involve children
confronting their fears.
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CONTEMPORARY CLASSICS
THE RESCUERS by Margery Sharp
‘A devastating mixture of magic and fantasy’ Evening News
‘Margery Sharp is an adept describer of situations; whether
comic or merely piquant, embarrassing or exciting. Her
dialogue is brilliant, uncannily true. Her taste is excellent:
she is an excellent story teller’ Tatler

Agent: Giulia Bernabè
UK publisher: HarperCollins
Nine-book series:
The Rescuers; Miss Bianca;
The Turret; Miss Bianca in
the Salt Mines; Miss Bianca
in the Orient; Miss Bianca
in the Antarctic; Miss
Bianca and the Bridesmaid;
Bernard the Brave; Bernard

into Battle

Publication: June 2016
First publication: 1959
Page extent: 176
Age: 7+

Bianca and Bernard, agents for The Prisoners’ Aid Society
of Mice, rescue prisoners and outwit villains in this
enchanting story, made world-famous by the Walt Disney
film.
The Prisoners’ Aid Society of Mice discusses the proposed
rescue of a Norwegian poet from the terrible Black Castle.
Miss Bianca, the pet white mouse belonging to the
Ambassador’s son, is sent to Norway on a mission to
recruit the bravest Norwegian mouse she can find. She
finds Nils, and brings him back triumphantly. Then she,
Nils, and Bernard, a pantry mouse who falls in love with
her, set off for the Black Castle.

They set up home in a mouse-hole in the Chief Jailer’s
room, and narrowly avoid the jaws of Mamelouk, the cruel
Persian cat. Eventually, they trick the cat and the jailer, and
get into the prisoner’s cell.
A dramatic rescue via an underground river, and they are
all free – and the Nils and Miss Bianca medal for bravery is
struck in the mice’s honour!

Genre: Adventure
Rights sold:
Chinese (Double Spiral)
Japanese (Iwanami Shotep)
Russian (Phoenix Books)

Margery Sharp was born in 1905, and died in 1991. She is
best known for her books for children, but she also wrote
for adults. She was a prolific writer in her long career:
twenty-six novels for adults, fourteen stories for children,
four plays, two mysteries, as well as numerous short
stories.
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CONTEMPORARY CLASSICS
MY FRIEND FLICKA by Mary O’Hara
A much-loved classic and firm favourite with horse
lovers for over sixty years, and made into a major
motion picture in 1943, featuring young Roddy
McDowall, and in 2006, featuring Alison Lohman.

A stirring tale of the American plains and one boy’s
belief in a horse.

Agent: Giulia Bernabè
UK publisher: Egmont
Publication: 2007
Three-book series:

My Friend Flicka (1941),
Thunderhead (1943),
Green Grass of Wyoming
(1946)

Ken was entranced to watch Flicka - the speed of her,
the power, the wildness - she led the band. Ken loves
riding on the ranch in Wyoming.
All he wants is a colt of his very own. Horses are the
family’s livelihood, and Dad can’t afford to waste a
valuable animal on a dreamer like Ken.
Will Ken ever get to own the horse of his dreams?

Page extent: 288; 383; 368
Age: 9+
Rights sold:
Danish (Bechs Forlag)
French (Callman-Levy)
German (Ullstein)

Mary O'Hara (1885—1980) was born in Cape May Point,
New Jersey. She grew up in Brooklyn Heights, New York.
In 1905 she married Kent Kane Parrot and moved to
California where she became a screenwriter during the
silent film era. Her second marriage to Heige Sture-Vasa,
in 1922, took her to Wyoming, and there she wrote the
three classics about the range country: My Friend Flicka,
Thunderhead and Green Grass of Wyoming.
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CONTACTS
Silvia Molteni
Head of Children’s Books
Email: smolteni@pfd.co.uk
Lucy Irvine
International Rights Agent
lirvine@pfd.co.uk
Peters, Fraser + Dunlop
55 New Oxford Street
London, WC1A 1BS
Tel: + 44 (0)2073441000
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